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follows at once from Art. 345 that the components of magnetic induction are related to Q ly the equations Zx= - d^fax &G.
Let top fi2 be the values of fi at points P19 P2 respectively just outside and just inside the surface 8. Now cos edS/r* is the solid angle subtended by dS at P and hence, by the same reasoning as in Art. 142, 01-O2 = (/) (MJ- wa), where w1, co2 are the solid angles subtended at Plf P2 by the elementary area <ZS. The difference of these solid angles is 4?r by Art. 350. We therefore have Q1-i)2 = 47r (/). If 71} F2 are the values of V at the same points, Pl and P2, we have by (2) F^fy and Fo=02-f47r (/). Hence F1=772. The magnetic potential is therefore continuous when the point P enters the substance of the magnetic body, but the potential & is not continuous.
36O.   The mutual potential energy of two thin lamellar shells may be found ly
the formula TT= -<£0' I I - -dsds', which involves only integrations round the two
rims. Here ds, ds' are elements of the two rims, e is the angle their positive directions make with each other, and 0, <£' are the strengths of the shells.
Let us first find the mutual potential energy of the shell whose strength is 0 and a portion of the other shell which is so small that we may regard its rim as a plane curve. Let this plane be taken as the plane of xy and let (£', ?/) be the coordinates of any element do-' of the area. The potential energy is by Art. 321
- g)
By the application of Green's method to plane curves (Art. 149) this surface integral is replaced by an integration round the rim which in our case gives ^(Fd%+Gdif). We now substitute for F and G their values from Art. 358 and remember that d£' = 0. The expression for the potential energy is then
_ ^ /7
To find the energy when the second shell is of finite size we integrate the expression just found. Let two adjacent elements touch along the arc Ati. When integrating round these two elements, we pass over the arc AB in opposite directions and therefore for this arc the angle e (being the angle the direction of integration makes with an arc ds of the first shell) has supplementary values in the two elements. The sum of the integrals for both elements may there lore be found by integrating round both as if they were one, omitting the common arc AB. The same reasoning applies to all adjacent elements, hence the total energy for two shells of finite size may be found by integrating round their perimeters.
361.    The theory of thin lamellar shells derives additional importance from its connection with electric currents.    According to Ampere's theory the forces on a magnetic pole due to a closed electric circuit are the same as those of a thin lamellar magnetic shell, of proper strength, whose rim is the closed circuit.
The direction of these currents may be usefully remembered thus : if the earth's magnetism were due to currents round the axis, their general direction would follow the sun, that is, would be from east to west. Now the south pole of the earth has been taken as its positive pole (Art. 314). Hence the currents equivalent to a small magnet flow round it anti-clockwise when viewed by a person with his head at the positive and feet at the negative pole.
362.    Examples.   Ex. 1.   Prove that the force due to a thin lamellar shell, whose rim is a circle of radius a, (1) at the centre is Z0 = 27r0/« and (*2) at a point

